
BASSNET ROAD SITE                 Karen Hall 

 

I am not sure how Richard discovered the “Bassnet Rd” site but it seems that it was in spring 2005 that we 

visited the site first and Richard, still getting the hang of close up photography, wasn‟t able to get any 

startling photos unfortunately. Nevertheless, he was rapt with the site and now, although we wander around 

various patches of bush in South Australia, this site is the one Richard keeps returning to over and over 

again. 

Come Spring, our car is directed up to Bassnet road – not once, not twice, but perhaps quite a lot depending 

on whether the orchids are out yet or are still to come. Throughout the spring, we watch the orchids from 

bud stage to full bloom and then into their final shrivelling up stage. 

At times we even get a bit more adventurous to look a little further a-field than the patch of roadside 

vegetation between the 2 stiles.  I remember that initially, we had always been so satisfied at what we found 

on Bassnet road, that it was 3 years (2008) before we actually decided to go over the fence and see what the 

bush adjacent to the pine forest had to offer. We were so thrilled with all the Behrii straddling both sides of 

the walking track (including in the edge of the Pine forest itself), that it became mandatory to add that to the 

list of sites to see (sadly this year – 2011 – the pine forest has been cut down, and the track is now bulldozed 

into humps and bumps and we saw no Behrii on that track this year.) 

 We also found that by going over the Stile by the parking area and walking down the fence line that the 

Bassnet road site was also very attractive when viewed from that angle, so that is also now part of the 

experience. 

We have also explored over the years, along the various other tracks nearby, but these tracks were never as 

exciting as the areas I have just mentioned.  The Bassnet road edge yields the most variety in such a small 

area, and we always seem to find something new there. 

At first, springtime was the only time we visited, as when we were new orchid hunters, we thought that 

springtime was the only time to go looking for them, and besides, the Spider orchids are Richard‟s favourite 

orchid, so he didn‟t need to visit the site outside of spring, but then Richard for some reason went up in 

winter 2008, and was rewarded with the helmet orchids. So now, on occasions our car is to be seen on 

Bassnet road at other times of the year as well.  

A day out anywhere near the southern Mt Lofty ranges has to include a Bassnet road detour, and we have 

been known to even detour up there on our way to the Flinders in order to view a Giant Sun orchid 

(Thelymitra Grandiflora) just down from the intersection. 

A couple of times we have taken people for a country drive along every back road we can find, and after 

being mystified as to where they actually were, they were also mystified as to why we were stopping – but of 

course we had end up on Bassnet Road and of course we couldn‟t be on Bassnet road without stopping to 

look at the orchid population. 

           Exploring on a road verge like that however does have its problems. For one thing, there are a few 

anxious moments when the road has been graded again whether some of the plants have been lost. 

Then there is also the problem as to what it looks like to people when we are hanging around the edge of the 

road instead of walking the nearby-dedicated walking tracks of the reserves. 

Without a placard proudly proclaiming “I am orchid hunting” or a whole heap of expensive photographic 

equipment for people to note, Richard‟s motives for crouching and lying down in the middle of the bush by 

the side of the road, can look highly suspicious.  One day for instance, as he crouched down to take a photo, 

a fellow stopped his car and yelled to us about fines for picking wild flowers, (of course as we weren‟t 

picking any flowers, we ignored him and let him rage on), another day, as he lay down among the bushes on 

the side of the road, a wild life ranger slowed down past us, looked at us, then U-Turned down the bottom of 

the hill and returned to question what we were doing, seeing the camera in his hand and Richard chatting 

enthusiastically about orchids, he realised we were not up to anything sinister and went off with a cheerful 

“enjoy”. Most commonly, local landholders would stop and think we had lost something. Having a little 

pocket sized camera does have it's disadvantages.  

Nowadays they probably recognize us better, because we tend to get waves as they travel past. 

      My role in this orchid hunting partnership is more or less as „spotter‟. I am not able to take close up 

photography of what we see, so I have given up even trying and let Richard take all the close-ups; and as to 

remember all the names of all the orchids and all the stuff you have to look at to tell them apart, seems too 

much “data overload” for my poor memory recall - I have given up even trying to identify the orchid beyond 



the fact it is a “Spider orchid”, Sanguinea, a blue fairy, Thelymitra or a greenhood, and let Richard do the 

identifying of what we‟re actually looking at. Instead I just roam around to see if I could find more or better 

examples of the different orchids. Then, when Richard is finally finished taking his photos at the last site, I 

alert him to the next patch. 

“What have you got there?” he‟d ask me and as of course as I have already forgotten in the last few minutes, 

what is a Behrii, what is a Tentaculata and what is a Reticulata, the safest thing to say is “More of those 

orchids you‟ve just been looking at” (at least for a few minutes I can tell the difference between orchids by 

sight, so usually am pretty well correct in saying that they are the „same‟.) 

Regardless of my handicaps in these directions, it is still nice getting out there in the sunlight and having a 

purpose to be combing the bush. 

 

With such a long connection to Bassnet road, it was no wonder that on Saturday 24
th

 September this year, 

after already filling the morning in with Bob Bates on a field trip at Carey Gully and Woodside, that we 

made our way to Bassnet Road to show our friend our favourite orchid spots (this trip also included Sandy 

Creek later in the day).  It was thus part devotion and part fluke that we happened to be on Bassnet road on 

that particular day, and when stopping to look at a good patch of Behrii, Richard spotted the hybrid of an 

Arachnorchis Behrii and Caladenia Latifolia (Pink Fairy).  

This was certainly a highlight for Richard as in the past (particularly as a newer member), anything 

„different‟ ended up being just a variation of the same, more common orchids. 

But now, this natural hybrid (so we found out later), apparently may have been the first time it had been seen 

in South Australia.  

It helped that both parents were to be found nearby to work out how it had been created (Richard believes 

this is the first time he had actually seen a Pink Fairy in that area) 

On that Saturday, photos were taken by both men, however Richard, not being entirely happy with his 

Saturday photos, returned to the site the next afternoon, and already the hybrid was starting to fold up. By 

Monday, when Cathy Houston tried to look for it, it couldn‟t be found, so Richard did a quick trip up there 

on Tuesday morning before work. It had shrivelled up already, hence the reason Cathy could not find it.  

Because of the interest in this orchid, Richard has since marked the site and all eyes will be looking to see if 

it will be come up again next year giving more people a chance to look at it, and once again our car will be 

directed to Bassnet Road.  

 

Possible cross between Caladenia Latifolia and Arachnorchis Behrii 


